Grant, Levitt Triumph in SC Elections; Tuesday Club Break Referendum Fails

Landau Retains Presidency In Class Council Elections

Jerome Landau will be next term’s president of the senior class. Mr. Landau received 129 votes, while the other candidates for the Class of ‘65 presidency, William Miller and Max Wendel, received 76 and 37 votes, respectively, in one of the Class and Student Council elections Wednesday.

Mark Zuckerman will be vice-president of the senior class, receiving 110 votes, topping Harvey Sandler, with 87 votes, and Henry Bromberg, with 32 ballots cast. Steven Levenberg garnered 124 votes for class treasurer, defeating Lewis J. Spetser, with 90 votes. Nancy Kesten was elected class secretary, with 62 votes, and Donald Estrin, with 35 votes.

All candidates for Student Council seats from the Class of ‘64 were re-elected in write-in elections. They were Zachary Dyckman, 160 “yes” and 31 “nays”; Stuart Newman, with 181 for and 23 against; Jeffrey Feuer, with 175 “yes” and 31 “nays”; David Shulman, 175 affirmative and 42 negative; and Paul Koster, who received 172 “yes” and 38 “nays.”

Barry Epstein was re-elected president of the Class of ’66. He received 111 votes, defeating Andrew Radding, with 81 votes. Stanley Brunson was re-elected vice-president, with 148 “yes” and 37 “nays.” Rosanne Cotes will be class treasurer, receiving 147 positive and 38 negative votes.

Fire Drill Causes Students To Evacuate Baruch School

The Baruch School was completely evacuated yesterday as a result of a fire drill called by Dean Emanuel Saxe. The results of the drill were only “fair,” Dean Saxe announced, 6 students in the auditorium, after the exercise.

Starting at 11:46, the students took ten minutes to leave the building, according to the dean. He noted that if there had been a real fire, there would have been “serious difficulties.” Dean Saxe also barked at the students who acted as “if going to a party,” as they descended the stairway.

He decided that the drill would have been better if students didn’t stop on the stairs for conversations, and used the proper stairway, as designated in each classroom.

In addition, the dean noted that the drill was necessary because many students in the School bad
never participated in a fire drill. The same was true for new faculty members, he added.
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Student Life Set to Implement Freshman Colloquium in Fall

The program will involve faculty and students alike, as a means of introducing students to the school and each other. The program will be conducted by the faculty of the school, with the goal of fostering a sense of community and belonging among the students. The program will include a series of lectures, seminars, and workshops, as well as opportunities for informal interaction among students and faculty. The program will be an integral part of the school's educational mission, and it is expected to attract at least 500 freshmen.

Letters

Do You Spell It Right?

By Peggy Weinsteint

Professor Joshua Wachtel of the American Studies Department, in a letter to the editor, revealed that he will resign as faculty advisor to the following letter.

"I feel that there is no excuse for not having a spelling teacher in the school, and I am concerned about the spelling of our students. I feel that the spelling of our students should be improved, and I believe that a spelling teacher would be a valuable addition to the school's curriculum."

Refutation

At the Carolan Guard pledge ceremony, the following is an example of a refutation letter to the author. The letter is written by an individual who is a member of the school's community. The letter is addressed to the author of the original letter, and it provides a counter argument to the author's claims.

"I do not agree with the content of your letter. I feel that the spelling of our students should be improved, and I believe that a spelling teacher would be a valuable addition to the school's curriculum."

Schoolwide...
Trohphies, Tradition and Tri-State
By Steve Rappaport

Over the years City College has made many trophies. So many, in fact, that the newer ones are no longer displayed in the original trophy case in Wingate Hall. But this three-shelved cabinet encases the College's athletic tradition built up for more than 100 years.

Scattered among the trophies are moments of the past: a soccer ball painted blue and white and lettered in Old English, C.C.N.Y. on a Princeton 8. April 1. 1939; and a tattered football heralding a Beaver romp over Brooklyn, 43-13, on November 16, 1941 are among the most noticeable.

In the lower left-hand corner a golden trophy does not even attract average attention. But it should, because this trophy represents one of the greatest underdog achievements in sports history. It was presented to the College's basketball team after they captured the "grand slam" championship of both the N.I.T. and N.C.A.A. tournaments. It is embalmed, "City College of New York, National Collegiate Basketball Champions, 1950."

Today, a meeting will be held by the Tri-State League to decide whether the conference should be divided into "A" and "B" divisions. If approved, the "A" bracket will include stronger teams. The "B" group will include less experienced teams.

It is in the best interest of the College's tradition and present status that C.C.N.Y. join the "A" league or drop out of the conference altogether. The "B" group should not even be considered.

After a disastrous 1949-50 season in the league, four years ago, the Lavender improved and compiled a respectable 12-15 record. Against the stronger clubs (Fairfield, L.U.C., Rider, Adelphi, Brooklyn, Merrick, and Fairleigh Dickinson) the Beavers lost nearly 20 games to 10 wins over the last three seasons. Win or lose, many of the games were close.

Against Brooklyn, Hunter, and Yeshiva City owns a 6-3 mark over the same teams. These Beavers want to join the proposed "B" league. The possibility to replace these teams in the "A" bracket include Wagner, Hofstra, and Southern Connecticut.

All of the stronger divisions, while the exception of C.C.N.Y., give financial aid to athletes. There is a good possibility that additional athletic scholarships will be given to meet the tougher schedules. Furthermore, several of the "A" teams are intent upon gaining that "big time" reputation. However, the Beavers are improving and will have a fair chance of hitting the .500 mark in the "A" group. In addition, the winners of the "A" division gets an automatic spot in the N.C.A.A. small college championships.

If, however, the burden of athletic scholarships becomes too great, then City can drop out of the "A" league. But at present, this does not have to be done.

Playing in the "B" bracket offers City few advantages. Besides Brooklyn, Hunter, and Yeshiva, the league will include Queens, Pratt, Pace, Brooklyn Poly, and Adelphi. The Beavers have made the strongest push of those teams to mean little regarding athletic achievement. Even if the Beavers defeated the crown -- which they would have a good chance of doing -- the trophy would look puny and insignificantly compared to the athletic accolades of the past. The Beavers will never again behold their "big time" name, but at this time they do not have to play in a "B" league to insuring victories.

Also of importance is City's famous role as the underdog. With every "A" team offering athletic aid, C.C.N.Y. the darkhorse, must battle hard to win. But this is when victory means something. The team feels a sense of accomplishment when the favorite falters. When you are the underdog, both players and fans are "up" for the game.

For the past decade, four out of City's six men lacked high school experience. Despite this handicap, the Lavender upset many small college teams as well as St. John's, St. Francis, and Fordham (twice). This is when you see City College in headlines. This is when the spectators appreciate the hard work of Coach Dave Polansky and his hustling players.

There may come a time in the future when the farse of athletic scholarships will force City to fall from the "A" league. But that time has not yet come.

Fred Grospin

Grospin Hits All-American

"I wasn't surprised. I knew I made it after the sections," said Fred Grospin, C.C.N.Y. rifle team captain after he was named All-American Wednesday.

In the National Rifle Association sectional tournament, Fred fired a 294 to place the Lavender at first place. Grospin, in the individual contest, shot 295. His Metropolitan Conference average was 290 out of a possible 300.

Grospin became the third Beaver player in recent years to receive national honors. In 1961 Don Nunna and Bernie Renios were named to the All-American second team.

September Weekend

Set At Falls Village

Baruch Camp, the annual City College September weekend, will be held September 6-8 at Camp Friedman, Falls Village, Connecticut.

Included in the program for the year are canoing, rowing, tennis, swimming, baseball, volleyball, and dancing. Special shows and inter-collegiate activities will be held.

There will be an innovation of seminars on ethics, morality and their importance to a student of today are planned.

The total cost this year will be $17. A $5 deposit, to insure reservations, may be placed in the Student Center (post floor) between 3 and 2 every day.

The Brothers of
TAU EPSILON PHI
congratulate Brother
PAUL SCHATTNER
on his pinning of IRIS BENTLEY

Brooklyn Law School

New Term Commences September 16, 1963

Further information may be obtained from the Office of the Director of Admissions, 375 Pearl St., Brooklyn 1, N.Y. Near Borough Hall
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HEADACHE? Take aspirin!
HUNGRY?
Eat at the
ALADIN!
Next to C.C.N.Y
(For tension take Yoskowitz!)